
Linkedin - an ally for business growth 

Linkedin is the largest professional platform created 16 years ago with a single purpose: to 

connect professionals. It is, without a doubt, one of the most promising and qualified tools from 

the business environment. 

Sarah Harmon, leader of this social media in the Iberian Peninsula, revealed in an exclusive 

interview to Insider that the number of users continues to grow on the Portuguese market. Right 

now, there are three million. This growth is also happening on the number of companies present, 

which shows their concern to be present on the digital along with the desire to reach 

international markets. The entrepreneur who sees strategical value on their network has a 

higher probability to achieve great partnerships, investors and even more talents for their 

business. This is precisely why many Portuguese entrepreneurs finally start looking at it as an 

excellent ally for business growth. 

The “company page” of any business is mandatory: it’s the “front window” in this professional 

and digital world, capable of opening a direct channel for clients, employees and suppliers. As it 

is a communication channel that gathers solely and exclusively people who are interested in 

networking and business, the public audience is highly qualified. 

By positioning correctly and promoting the development and distribution of rich and creative 

content, the possibility of closing successful deals through Linkedin is very high. This requires a   

clear focus on sharing content that sparks interest among the target audience, favors the 

construction of a community and the client/partners prospection. Because it is a professional 

social media, the communication should be different from the rest, always keeping the strategy. 

Thus, the strengthening of the brand on the digital it’s one of the main strengths. 

Besides creating a network of valuable contacts and empowering the presence on the market, 

Linkedin is useful to search for new employees and to analyze candidate profiles. After all, it’s a 

great showcase of the professional world where candidates try to show the market their skills 

and experience. 

In conclusion, this social media brings a great potential especially for companies that work on 

markets B2B. Knowing how to use their strengths and features, implementing the suitable 

efforts for that, will surely bring pay off. 
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